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Render passes and AOV’s  

and how to use them in nuke  



Introduction 
Rendering in passes refers to rendering the different surface attributes of a CGI object 

into separate files so they can be combined in compositing. Aovs stand for Arbitrary Output 

Variables. Aovs are also render passes that you render to get more information out of. AOV 

passes contain data about the scene or image, not the image itself. One interesting type of that 

AOV’s pass are LPE’s which stands for light path expressions. LPE’s can be very useful for 

adjusting lighting in particular within compositing stage. In this document I will not go in depth 

with LPE’s but I have provided a link under resources with documentation about it. 

 

Benefits of having different passes:  

- More control on fine tuning the final look 

- Rendering can be expensive (computer time); having rendering different passes and 

rebuilding in composite stage gives more time because the workload is allocated  

- If a change is needed (which tends to happen often) rather than re-rendering a shot, a 

compositor can re-comp the shot with necessary changes in a matter of minutes. 

Re-rendered should only occur when change is needed that is beyond what can be 

adjusted in compositing. 

 
Let’s get started! 

 

Once you have your scene or desired shot ready for rendering: 

1. Go to your render settings. 

2. Make sure your “Render using” is set to Renderman. If Renderman isn’t an option go to 

Windows > setting/preferences > plug-in manager. Type in renderman and check the 

box right of RenderMan_for_Maya.py (you may have to close and reopen maya for the 

change to have applied). 

3. Go to renderMan tab, then AOV’s tab. At this point you should have this default UI 

display:  



  

By default you may notice that we have a beauty pass that contains Ci and a 

under it. Ci stands for color pass and an alpha pass.  I will not cover all the 

specifics of the different categories in the left hand menu but I have provided a 

link to documentation that has a brief overview of the categories at the end of 

this paper. 

4. For tutorial purposes I will be guiding you on adding AOV’s recommended by Kyle 

Climaco in his “The Rendering Workflow” tech paper. You can also use that paper 

to fill in the sample settings which i will screenshot and place at the end of this 

document under resources. Click beauty in the right box and arrows to 

uncollapse the categories to make it easier to find the following: 

- NgN 

- P 

- DP Camera Time 

- dPdtime 

- Shadow (write below manually, not copy paste) 

- Ipe:shadows;C[DS]=<L.> 

- Albedo 



- Emissive 

- Z 

There are many others that can be added in, it is all depended on what is needed but for 

now we will just used these and add them into the beauty pass using the “add channels 

to selected display” button.  

 

Remember, adding them one at a time without selecting a Display Driver creates multiple 

outputs, seen here on the left. The other behavior is to select a Display Driver before adding the 

Channels for a single (or limited) output like the example on the right. 

 

5. Once those all the desired passes have been added, double check all the render 

settings and if everything is as it should be you are ready to batch render! 

 

Taking the pass into Nuke and shuffling out those passes 

 

 

 



Notes: 
- “Hero” render- single frame with all of the passes combined inside render. Then combine 

all of the separate passes for the same object and compare it to the hero render. This 

allows you to verify you are correctly integrating the passes in compositing prior to 

manipulation. 

- Different lighting passes: ambient , shadow, refection, luminous, direct illumination, 

diffuse, diffuse shadows, ambient occlusion, alpha, specular etc.  

- CGI renderers work internally in linear float, so obviously your compositing must also be 

linear float. Linear Floating Point means an image represented as floating point numbers 

where the luminance of a pixel is the number multiplied by a constant. ... When you 

multiply a linear floating point image value by 2, you will get a new value that is twice as 

bright. 

- There are many different types of passes that can be used and there are no industry 

standard list that is always used, and in fact, render passes can be created that are 

unique to specific shots.* Note though that many vfx studios have their own standard list 

of render passes that they always output for every shot.* 

- Luminance pass only needed for glowing objects  

- Particular shots may need some particular passes to accomplish some particular effect. 

- “Bottom” up approach/ “top down” approach - 182 Steve wrights digital compositing for 

Film and Video Basic rules: 

- If the render pass represents light (ambient, diffuse,etc) then it is added to build 

the light layers 

- If the render pass is lighting information (ambient occlusion,etc) then it is 

multiplied. 

- If the render pass is a shadow then it is used as a mask to color correct the 

background to impart both shadow density and color. 

- If the render pass is a AOV then it is used to modify the composited cgi in some 

way and its use is totally dependent on what kind of information it holds. 

- Your composting program must have the tools that both understands the data 

from a pass and how to apply it to the image to utilize the pass. 

 

Common passes  



- Beauty pass/ color pass / diffuse pass-  is a color render of the object with colored 

texture maps and lighting. It will normally not include the specular highlights, shadows, or 

reflections, which will be rendered in a separate passes then blended with the beauty 

pass in comp. 

- Specular pass/highlight pass- all other attributes are turned off and only the specular 

highlights are rendered. This pass is summed (added) to the beauty pass. 

- Reflection pass- all the other attributes are turned off and only the reflections are 

rendered. This pass is summed (added) to the beauty pass. 

- Ambient occlusion- an all-white version of the object with dark regions that is 

essentially a map of how the ambient light diminishes in corners, cracks, nooks, and 

crannies. It is not a color pass representing light, so it is applied with a multiply 

operation. 

- Shadow pass- often rendered as a one channel image as a white shadow over a black 

background. This is typically used as a mask for a color correction operation that 

introduces the shadow to the comp, as well as imparting a color shade to it. 

- Alpha pass- the alpha channel for the object that carries the transparency information 

about it and is often rendered as a separate one channel image, white over black. 

- Curvature- takes a look at the geometry and surface normal changes. Can be used as 

an automatic masking 

- Nn- surface normals; 3D vector that goes off geometry xyz component. You can take x 

component into red channel, y into green and z into blue and this can be useful for 

debugging and checking if surface normal are okay or flipped or inverted. 

- Z- camera depth; closest to camera darkest, away from camera white. This is a data 

AOV- if you are looking at it in sRGB compared to linear it will look different. You want to 

look at DATA AOVS in linear not sRGB 

- Depth pass- for each pixel contains the distance from the rendering camera imaging 

plane to the surface of the object. It looks like grayscale image but the code values of 

each pixel represent distance, not color. This pass can be used to introduce depth haze 

to a shot, control falloff of a lighting effect with distance or to control depth of field blur as 

we did in our stick to manual fall 2019 final test render shot. (To use a depth of field we 

used a ZDefocus node in nuke with the _depth pass) 



- Motion UV - is a two channel image containing pixel by pixel data on how an object is 

moving. The motion data for a pixel requires two numbers- how much the object moved 

in X and how much it moves in Y. 

- ID passes- are masks renders for specific items within an object that are used to isolate 

those items for specific treatment such as color correcting or GLOW. (See Christian 

Antonini’s paper for how he used Matte IDs for Benfolio’s glow) 

- Position pass- which is the original XYZ location in 3D space for each pixel. 

- Normal pass- which is the direction that each surface was oriented for each pixel. 

- Cryptomatte- Cryptomatte is a tool created at Psyop by Jonah Friedman and Andy 

Jones. It creates ID mattes automatically with support for motion blur, transparency, and 

depth of field, using organizational information already available at render time. 

 

Resources 
- More in depth on renderman AOV’s: https://rmanwiki.pixar.com/display/RFM22/AOVs 

- Examples of AOV’s 

outputs:https://rmanwiki.pixar.com/display/REN/Arbitrary+Output+Variables 

- LPE’s documentation: https://rmanwiki.pixar.com/display/REN/Light+Path+Expressions 

- Digital Compositing for film and video, fourth edition by Steve Wright  

- Cryptomatte node download for nuke: https://github.com/Psyop/Cryptomatte / How to 

install and use in nuke: https://github.com/Psyop/Cryptomatte/blob/master/docs/nuke.md  

- https://rmanwiki.pixar.com/display/RFM22/Features 

https://rmanwiki.pixar.com/display/RFM22/AOVs
https://rmanwiki.pixar.com/display/REN/Arbitrary+Output+Variables
https://rmanwiki.pixar.com/display/REN/Light+Path+Expressions
https://github.com/Psyop/Cryptomatte
https://github.com/Psyop/Cryptomatte/blob/master/docs/nuke.md
https://rmanwiki.pixar.com/display/RFM22/Features

